Take Command of Your Senses
VIBERECT is the only medical grade Penile Vibration System that delivers targeted stimulation to both Dorsal and Ventral roots (Pudendal Branches) of the penis glands simultaneously evoking a physiological sexual response activating your own pathways of erection and ejaculation. Indicated for:

- Anorgasmia with or without sexual dysfunction

Delayed Ejaculation
Erectile Dysfunction (when erectile recovery is a realizable goal)

For more information please call
01923 23 77 05 or visit iMEDicare.co.uk

Available on NHS Prescription

Ask for a Free Trial and Home Demonstration

Sends call 0803 25 77 597 to receive a call home that is a Home Demonstration or a Hospital Demonstration for your local urology practice. The highly trained exponents will help you understand more about the product and how it can help you achieve more satisfaction with your sex life. To order your free trial, please call 0803 25 77 597 and ask for "Free Trial".

Available on NHS Prescription
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What is Erectile Dysfunction?
The inability to achieve sexual relations with your partner: erectile dysfunction (ED) affects as many as 1 in 5 men and becomes more common with age, especially for those with conditions such as diabetes, high blood pressure, or heart disease. Concern about loss of function or the role of sexual intimacy in your relationship can cause a great deal of distress and reduced quality of life to those affected. However, today’s world, erectile dysfunction is treatable.

How can Vacuum Therapy Help?
SOMArectum Therapy is the safe and most consistently successful non-surgical treatment option for your ED problem, applicable in any setting. Globally proven to work for over 50% of men, SOMArectum’s Vacuum therapy has been reviewed by the unimpeded side-effects associated with long term medications. Visual symptoms, fewer side-effects and significantly more cost-effective over the longer term. This fact alone will make you use SOMArectum device as often as you want.

How does it Work?
The penis is positioned inside the device cylinder. Pumping around it 15-20 times per second, blood flows into the penis creating a full rigid erection. An Erection Maintenance Timer, transferred from the device cylinder to the base of the penis, against the very base of the cylinder allows full control, and intercourse to take place. The ring will hold the erection firmly for as long as 15-20 minutes, even after orgasm, and permit ejaculation in almost all cases. The erection will gradually return to normal, without further pumping.

SOMArectum Device Features and Benefits
• Powerful 15-Watt, compact and easy to use device
• Innovative new cylinder and suction system
• Flexible and comfortable for everyday use
• Includes 15 minutes timer
• Suction cup with adjustable suction power for maximum satisfaction
• Suction cup is reusable
• Powerful and reliable
• Scalloped Suction Ring - easy to use and effective

SOMArectum Range
The SOMArectum product range represents the new generation of uniquely comfortable and efficient vacuum therapy systems for restoring penile health. They combine the latest technological advances in the field with a sleek attractive design that is visually simple to use. The effectiveness of the therapy virtually guarantees penile function for every man, but at a price that is affordable in every way.

The importance of ‘FIT’ TO ‘FIT’
SOMA rectum product range uniquely offers 3 cylinder sizes on such almost precisely accurate measurements to precisely fit your fully rigid penis size. This generates better penile tissue treatment.

Mechanism of Action

Protocol Details
1. Assessment and device training by iMedicare Technique in 6-9 weeks post surgery treatment 2. Daily SOMArectum Vacuum Therapy: application for 30 minutes 4-5 times a day; during the week: 5-20 minutes, 2-3 times a day. 3. Weekly general check-up 3. Sexual activity each month after initiation of program. 4. Continuous therapeutic SOMArectum application alternative in the longer term

Rehabilitation Protocol for Men with Prostate Cancer Treatment
Functional Sexual Recovery Clinic has shown that regular use of SOMArectum vacuum therapy device following a prostatectomy or other prostate cancer treatment facilitates an earlier return to sexual intimacy, increased sexual craving, recovery of penile tissue and sexuality, and potentially, an earlier return of natural erections. The study involves a device group and a control group. The device group received SOMArectum Vacuum Therapy Device. It is believed that the diminishing function of the penis may be enhanced, and hence, help patients with the increased in addition to treat the symptoms of erectile dysfunction. It was found that the long-term retrogade ejaculation is one of the key factors for the first set of experiments where the data were added to the normal device group. The device group used with the SOMArectum device on a regular basis (daily therapy). In 6-month trial, 92% reported a significant improvement in sexual function and satisfaction.

As recommended by the S.I.M. in conjunction with Dave’s Long Calls and alternative and H.3S inhibitor tablets.